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Language & Writing Style 
 

1. Third Person Narration: 
 
Darren Groth uses third person narration in the novel, primarily from the limited perspective of 
Tao and the overarching perspective of an omnipresent narrator. The limited perspective of 
Kasper is used very sparingly and selectively. 
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) Why does the author not want the reader to see the story through Kasper’s eyes? 
 

b) How different would the story be if it was only told from Kasper’s perspective? 
 

c) Why are the mother Bess’ sections told from first person? 
 
 

2. Character Creation: 
 
“Tao leans in and nudges one of the folds in the blue polyester. The hammock turns slowly, 
clockwise, then counter. Tao puts his nose on the round bulk and pushes. The hammock 
eases forward, back. The knotted rope creaks as it writhes against the metal hook. There is 
no other sound, no movement inside the teardrop.” (p.22) 
 
“Through narrow, averted eyes, Kasper scans the scene in the bed. He picks up a pair of 
glasses from the floor, wipes them on his sleeve and places them on Mom’s face, ensuring 
the frame is straight and fitted over the ears. He wraps his arms around her discoloured 
neck.” (p.30)  
 
“Failure weighs on Tao’s ninety-pound frame like a collapsed beam.  
The sense of duty remains strong, but commitment is wasted effort without the tools 
necessary to succeed. Does he possess them? Only when he wears the jacket, hears the 
voice of Trainer, it seems. Back in the program, he lost them. How long before he loses them 
again? In their absence, what will be at his disposal if he once more mistakes foe for friend?  
He looks at Boy sitting on the porch beside him, legs crossed, staring at one hand as if it were 
a creature thought extinct. Tao recognizes the difficult truth delivered by the masked stranger: 
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as it was five years ago, he is ill-equipped to guide, to lead, to save. He does not stand 
above. He is below.  
Like Boy, he is lesser.” (p.108/109) 
 
Questions / Activities: 

 
a) Why does the author first introduce Kasper as if he is dead?  

 
b) What is the significance of Tao’s assumption that Kasper is dead? 

 
c) How does Darren Groth create Kasper’s character through his language? In 

particular, how does he depict Kasper through the way the character speaks? 
 

d) How is the character of Tao different when he imagines himself wearing the service 
dog training jacket? Why is this change important for the story? 

 
e) Characters that Kasper and Tao meet on their journey often have long monologues of 

speech. Why do you think the author did this? 
 
 

3. Descriptive Writing: 
 
“Kasper settles beside the left front shoulder of Tao. He sits, crosses his legs, jabs his left 
hand into the waistband of his jeans. A sound like flapping wings skitters from his pursed 
mouth. At the window, the curtains shift. Strains of faraway shouting followed by a pop-pop-
pop seep into the room. The warped screen judders again. Kasper isn’t bothered this time—
his focus is reserved for the family pet that has largely remained a stranger during their five 
years together. He places his right hand above the dog’s head, palm down, as if bestowing a 
blessing. Taking care not to touch, he runs his hand down the neck, along the spine, until he 
arrives at the misshapen back leg.” (p.31) 
 
“He runs. Through the courtyard, out of the gate. A stormwater drain hisses. Hemlocks along 
the fenceline nod and shake in the wind, torn between approval and admonishment.” (p.52) 
 
“Walk a while. Rest. Drift like lifeboats at sea.” (p.111) 
 
“Dog and boy stand at twenty paces, sizing each other up like Old West gunfighters, neither 
willing to draw.” (p.184) 
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) Groth’s writing in the novel has been described as ‘cinematic’ – do you agree? Why / 
Why not? 

 
b) How does the descriptive writing change when Tao is ‘wearing’ the training jacket? 

 
c) Find your favourite descriptive passage or phrase in the novel and explain why it 

appeals to you.  
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d) Use some of the techniques in the book (simile, metaphor, analogy, etc.) to describe 
an emotion you have felt.   

 
 
 
 

4. Magic Realism: 
 
“At last, he feels it. 
The jacket opening, expanding like a birth canal. Feeding his lungs with the air of the 
ancients, filling his throat with the light of the moon. Fuelling his tongue to counter the strafing 
siren.  
He looks to the sky, purses his mouth. And howls. 
Loud. 
Long.  
Without pause. 
Without breath. 
Sound waves pound the playground and adjoining field. The grass bends. The ground shrugs. 
Trees shiver, littering the dry dirt with a rainbow of fall colours.” (p.98/99)  
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) What is the literary definition of ‘magic realism’?  
 

b) What are some other magic realist passages in the novel?  
 

c) Why does the author use this device? Is it effective? Why / Why not? 
 

d) Towards the end of the book, mother Bess continues to narrate even though she has 
been killed. Did that surprise you?  

 
e) Make a list 10 other books / movies / TV shows / podcasts that have effectively used 

dead narrators.  
 
 

5. Twist Ending: 
 
“But now that Tao was alive and hurt, inaction was impossible. As Kasper settled back into 
the hammock, his stillness belied the frenzy of activity beneath the surface. In his heart, the 
joy of realizing he was not alone. In his gut, fear of the known and the unknown. In his mind, a 
map of the town and the place they must go. All of it driven by a duty he didn’t know existed 
prior to pup limping past his door.” (p.193)  
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) Author Darren Groth says the quote above is the moment of ‘reveal’, where it is made 
clear that it was never Tao’s dutiful journey, but rather Kasper’s. Did this moment 
surprise you? Did you have an inkling of the author’s true intent before this moment? 
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b) Looking back through the novel, there are numerous instances that hint at Kasper 
being the leader rather than the follower. Make a list of the instances. 

 
c) The biggest clue to Kasper’s intent is in the symbols he draws that form the route to 

the final destination of the animal hospital. Make a map of the town of Gilder and 
mark the characters’ journey using Kasper’s symbols.  

 
 
 
Themes 
 

1. Voice: 
 
“Deep in Tao’s gut sits a desire for Boy to be silent. Not just in the present, but for all time; 
from this moment until the last, whether the last be inside this garage or out on the street or 
near the marshlands or among the green bean farms or at the refuge of the training facility.  
Why does Boy speak at all? What purpose does it serve? From day one, the utterances were 
clouds, aimless, insubstantial, always changing form. Over the years, they grew a little and 
acquired a modicum of shape. Tao came to recognize some: yes, no, wait, stop, good, bad. 
The vast majority, though, continued to puzzle. And not just him—Family, too. Countless 
times in the echoes of the noise, Tao saw their lost faces and sniffed their cowed scents. 
Even Girl—Boy’s self-appointed translator—shrugged far more often than she nodded.” (p.73) 
 
“Ah, my young friend—you can talk! Wasn’t sure up to now. Thought you might’ve been one 
of those silent types. No words, no voice. Only way to be in these here times, yeah.” (p.83)  
 
“Clueless,” he added. “They don’t get to tell our boy’s story. None of us do. Only him.” (p.81) 
 
Questions /Activities: 
 

a) Some studies claim that around 70% of our communication is non-verbal. What % 
would you give to Kasper and why? 
 

b) Author Darren Groth has said that the intellectually disabled are the only marginalized 
group in society that has no voice. Do you agree with his assertion? Why / Why not? 
 
 

2. Intellectual Disability Ableism: 
 

“An here’s the thing: Kasper needs that pity. There’s none out here on the streets, not with the 
pretend Homers runnin’ wild. I figure Kasper’s only lasted this long ‘cause of you, Tao. But 
lastin’ as long as you can...that’s not a plan. That’s not a path. No offence, our young friend 
needs human beings helpin’ him out. An’ it can’t be me. I can’t take on that kind of burden. 
(p.96) 

 
“He wiped his brow as he zipped up the pouch. ‘It’s hard on him, no doubt. But I’m glad he 
doesn’t understand why this is happening.’” (p.166) 
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“Your parents failed you, PJ. They didn’t prepare you for the world. They didn’t fight for you 
when you were a child, when it mattered most. They surrendered. And look what they made, 
look what you have become. A lost cause. A cautionary tale. For that alone, they deserved to 
die.” (p.179) 
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) What do people’s treatment of Kasper tell you about the place of intellectually 
disabled people in society? 
 

b) The Lieutenant states that Kasper’s parents failed him. Do you agree? Why / Why 
not? 

 
c) Towards the end of the novel, the idea is posited that some humans were never 

meant to be understood? Do you feel that’s true? Why / Why not? 
 

d) The most common trope associated with intellectually disabled people is they are 
viewed either as an object of pity or a source of inspiration. Make a list of the 
characters in the book and categorize them under the views of ‘Pity’ and ‘Inspiration’. 
Are any characters listed under both? Does any character not make the list? 
 

 
3. Authoritarianism: 

 
“I know what those people back there are saying. I know what’s making them take to the 
streets. The country is going down a bad path, a scary path. For our children’s sake we can’t 
let it happen. We need to turn it around for them. And those people back there—they will win. 
Fear has a shelf life.” (p. 28) 
 
“The ones still here and resisting the brainwash—they were laying low. A wise decision. 
Young people venturing more than a block from home were fodder for suspicious eyes and 
fearful whispers. One thing was certain: the blowhard in the big chair could no longer accuse 
the nation’s youth of staying inside to mindlessly stare at their screens. Most of the screens 
were blank. And the ones that weren’t had approved content 24-7.” (p.127) 
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) In one of Bess’ narrations, she says the family has the opportunity to leave the 
country? What is the government’s reason for allowing this?  
 

b) What is Eugenics? Name five examples of eugenic thinking from the novel. 
 

c) The stranger, Drew Colborn, states that the Reparation Party government is not as 
bad as the Nazis? Do you agree? Why / Why not?  
 

 
4. Duty / Loyalty: 

 
“Boy has many needs: to sing, to jump, to shout, to laugh, to be sad when Girl is sad.  
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To run? 
No. 
He stays. 
He doesn’t leave without Family.” (p.55) 
 
“You will not harm Boy. I still possess the jacket, the Trainer’s voice. And if I must, I will die in 
Boy’s defence.” (p.117)  
 
“But now that Tao was alive and hurt, inaction was impossible. As Kas- per settled back into 
the hammock, his stillness belied the frenzy of activity beneath the surface. In his heart, the 
joy of realizing he was not alone. In his gut, fear of the known and the unknown. In his mind, a 
map of the town and the place they must go. All of it driven by a duty he didn’t know existed 
prior to pup limping past his door.” (p.193) 
 
Questions / Activities: 
 

a) Tao and Kasper both act more out duty than love, particularly in the early stages of 
the journey. Is that common in stories that feature dog / human connection?  

 
b) Can you name another book / movie / TV show where the human and the dog are not 

best friends? 
 

c) What is the moment in the novel where Kasper shows his duty to Tao is changing to 
love?  
 

d) Is loyalty more helpful or more harmful to modern society? Make a case for your 
opinion.    
 

Motifs and Symbolism 

 

1. The Gingerbread Man 

 
Questions / Activities: 

a) Why was The Gingerbread Man so special to Kasper? 

b) Why do you think the author chose a book of this folktale as Kasper’s comfort item? 

c) Read The Gingerbread Man then have a class debate over whether Kasper is the 
gingerbread man or the fox in the novel. 

d) What is the moral of The Gingerbread Man? Is there a moral to Boy in the Blue 
Hammock? Are the morals the same? 

e) How did you feel when Tao destroyed The Gingerbread Man? Write a short 
paragraph about it.    

 

2. The Training Jacket 
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Questions / Activities: 

a) At one point in the novel, the trainer mentions that, without his uniform, Tao is like a 
superhero that has lost his powers. Can guide dogs be considered superheroes? 

b) In Tao’s final dream sequence at the conclusion of the book, he imagines Kasper 
wearing a version of his training jacket. What is the significance of that? 

 

 

3. Sirens 

 
Questions / Activities: 

a) What do sirens represent in the novel?  

b) The Homeland vehicles are silent except for their sirens. Why do you think the author 
created this contrast in the enemy?  

c) How do you feel when you hear a siren? Anxious? Scared? Hopeful? 

 

 

4. White Paint 

 
Questions / Activities: 

a) What do you think is the significance of the white paint vandalism? What is it meant to 
represent? 

b) Which side – the Reparation supporters or the Defiance – do you believe is using 
white paint? Explain why? 

c) Write a few sentences about a real-life protest in which paint / colour was used to 
make a point?   

 

 

5. Tao’s Dream 

 
Questions / Activities: 

a) Why does Tao keep dreaming that he is drowning? 

b) What do changes in the dream reveal about Tao’s feelings at different times in the 
story?  

c) Is his final dream an optimistic or pessimistic view of the future? Explain why? 
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About the author: 

 

                      

Author Darren Groth with his novel, Boy in the Blue Hammock.  

Photo credit belongs to the author.  
 

 
 
 

 DARREN GROTH is the author of seven novels including Kindling (Hachette Australia, 
2010), Are You Seeing Me? (Orca, 2017), Munro vs. the Coyote (Orca, 2017) and Infinite 

Blue (Orca, 2018). He won the 2016 Adelaide Festival Award for Young Adult Literature and 
has been nominated for numerous other prestigious prizes, among them the Governor 

General’s Literary Awards, the BC Book Prizes, the OLA White Pine Award, the CBCA Book 
of the Year (Australia), and the Prime Minister’s Literary Awards (Australia). Groth is a 

passionate advocate for the representation of neurodiversity and intellectual disability in 
literature, and is the proud father of a son with autistic spectrum disorder. When he’s not 
watching American Ninja Warrior with his beautiful wife, he’s eating Fatburger with his 

wondrous twins. He lives in Vancouver, BC. 
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